“DROP DOWN, YE HEAVENS!”

C oury to God! Because of you, because of TBN’s voice is pouring down from the heavens! Yes, the whole earth is covered with 77 satellite footprints from Above! Praise the Lord! As the Psalmist said, “I the LORD have created it.” Wait a minute. You ask, “God brought even evil desires — but this word is clear: “I the LORD have created it.””

Wait a minute. You ask, “God brought even evil desires — but this word is clear: “I the LORD have created it.””

We have to look carefully here, as the old English word “evil” means simply that God allows evil to exist. In fact, the text goes on to make it clear: “I the LORD do all these things” (Isa. 46:7). But here is the glorious truth that we rejoice over — “Where sin abounded, grace did much more abound.” Rom. 5:20
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While we praise God for satellites, TV stations, cable connections, big dishes, little homes, the Internet, and on and on, the question arises: Where do we go from here? I’m so glad you asked!

You old timers will remember my declaration that when some new technology comes — “WE’LL BUY IT, TOO!” — so, to reach every soul on planet earth with Jesus’ love! Well, that day is here! A few months ago my son, Paul Jr., came to me and said, “Dad, we must create a new kind of TV station.” Anyone knows this kind of involvement gets my full attention! He went on...

Guess what? The day is coming when we will not need their expensive satellites. (TBN's Internet network is coming!) To explain that the Internet is exploding. You computer friendly partners already know this. What Paul Jr. went on to describe was awesome! The day he began to lay down was this new TV station — (TBN): Yes, the “I” stands for “INTERNET,” but buckle up your spiritual seatbelts! This TV station would make our current website, www.tbn.org, look tiny by comparison. First of all, there is a massive computer “server” that will feed all ten of our networks WORLDWIDE! Yes, namely, count them: (1) TBN; (2) the Church Channel; (3) JCTV youth channel; (4) Dr. Jay’s Smile of a Child’s children’s network; (5) Spanish language Enlace USA; (6) Italian TBNE; (7) the Arabic language Healing Channel; (8) Farsi language TBN Sajad TV; (9) TBN World; (10) TBN HD-TV. Doesn’t sound complete to include with TBN’s 35 by FULL POWER TV stations from coast-to-coast? (And that’s literally coast-to-coast.)

So how do we get into major networks to the whole wide world? Enter TBN, which has room for ten and even more as we develop additional foreign language networks. Right now speaking calls are coming from India, China and Indonesia. By the way, Indonesia has more Muslims than any other nation on earth. Of course, this is just the beginning. Europe needs French, German and a host of other national languages. The number is virtually endless and while we cover the world in English, we must develop many more major world language networks.

But, dear partners, wake up! iTBN will do so much more! How would you like to be able to go back in time and access virtually ALL of TBN’s programs? Wow! I said virtually all because some of the very early years — 1973, 1974, 1975, etc. — may not be retractable because the old video tape is bad on those tapes. (Yes, the very early years — 1973, 1974, 1975, etc. — may be retractable because the old video tape is bad on those tapes.)

TBN classics like Oral Roberts, Katherine Kuhlman, Dr. Richard Eby — like to go back at least 30 years...
One very special of my favorites are the on-the-road TV rallies from all over the USA. Yes, for three years we sent mouse you’ll have “Let’s Just Praise the Lord —’LIVE’ from Schuller to Schambach!

TBN’s 24/7 programs, including all of the other programs that visited both heaven and hell! Dear partners, the end is continued from cover…

The tech rooms are still under construction, but when complete this summer, iTBN’s massive computer server will feed all TEN of our networks WORLDWIDE via the Internet!

PS. “That they may know from the rising of the sun, and from the west…I am the LORD, and there is none else.” Isa. 45:6

For a TV station to reach the world with 10 NETWORKS! The best part financially — is the cost. Paul Jr. and the techies keep building?

You know the best part — well, I mean the glory!

This fragrant virgin olive oil has been blessed by the Bishop of the historic Church of the Nativity in Bethlehem. The formula for this oil is found in the Bible. Myrrh, spikenard, aloes, and cassia are blended to create the fragrance of heaven! Some of our ladies here at TBN feel it is more than holy anointing oil—it is literally a unique blend of spices that God has blessed with this fragrant virgin olive oil.

IN-LAND Christmas Card

The star room will never be completed or modified, but when complete this card is a记住 TBN’s Christmas message and will offer all of our networks Worldwide via the Internet!

Canada. Be a part of this great end time harvest of souls—pledge for MISSIONS!
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